WHEW! What a winter! The second ice storm in as many days is occurring outside as we are currently prepping for our
spring voyage to Round Top. We cannot wait to see all of you, green grass, and the breathtaking bluebonnets. Our
usual booth, Booth 380 at the Big Red Barn at the Original Round Top Antiques Fair on March 28 – April 2, will be
overflowing with fresh-to-the-market finds. We have really “upped our game” in our offerings across all our many
categories. Purchase advanced tickets now at the show’s website, https://www.roundtoptexasantiques.com/, and
make plans to come see us or contact us now before pieces are reserved.
What has us so excited?
-

-

A fabulous pair of early French blown glass apothecary bottles with witch’s hat tops
The most amazing cat rug with thick thread dimensional whiskers and claws…Makala coveted this rug and we
finally obtained it
An amazing “Log Cabin” quilt in early calico fabrics in just the right size
Camp blankets and a fabulous colorful horse blanket perfect for your vacation home
Simple yet boldly cobalt banded ironstone foot bath as well as magnificent small, plain bulbous foot bath
The VERY BEST and largest German tom turkey candy container and his matching hen
Lovely forest of early feather trees including a soothing blue/green, perfect to accent pastel cotton fruit
ornaments plus way too many German “spongy” trees and bottle brush trees
Majolica umbrella stands in florals as well as hearty earth tone geometrics as well as jardinieres to compliment
Superb Majolica garden seat and a summery feeling seashell set of three compotes
Not only the smallest Pure Butter ironstone slab but also a very special Margarine with shadow box lettering
Very RARE “New Milk” ironstone pail and a pair of GRADUATED “Cream” pails to die for
Wonderful medium-sized low ironstone skimmer as well as the prettiest ironstone pitchers ever, jardinieres for
those sweet smelling spring flowers, tureens, and platters to provide that clean look
Incredible PAIR of large bulbous blue sponge jardinieres to add a punch of color
Extra special large YELLOWWARE ice pitcher, exceptional cobalt blue Jeffords book flask with the title “History of
Bourbon,” blue seaweed-decorated sugar bowl, unusual chocolate brown seaweed-decorated pitcher, and
graduated bowls with white bands
Most MAGNIFICENT pair of Bennington lions…oh my! plus a larger size slop jar, fun Northwind ink well, and a
large selection of bowls, nappies, and unusual pie crust edged oval large frame
Matched pair of shallow wildflower gathering baskets and many more from our private stash

As one of our wonderful pickers commented when his young son asked where he was heading, “Off to see the pirate’s
treasure,” what is our bounty this time?
-

Stunning gold snake collar with rubies for eyes….snakes are incredibly rare…a “must see”
Speaking of “must see” the VERY BEST and EARLIEST gold chain we have had…intricate 15 carat gold links in just
the perfect length…not for the faint of heart as it is THE BOMB!
Breathtaking gold teardrop pendant encrusted with rose cut diamonds and completely overlaid with black onyx,
even a compartment in the back for a picture of a loved one or perhaps a lock of hair
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-

-

-

Not one but three of the chunkiest link, perfect length, gold chains…similar to trombone link
Trombone or paperclip link have your eye? Don’t fret..we have a superbly chunky and perfect length one in gold
and maybe by show time even one in 15ct as well as several in various chunkiness in sterling
Gold fobs of various sizes to adorn your current chain and to create your personal “look” including the
chunkiest, most amazing one with a buckle in the bezel
Speaking of buckles…a wide gold buckle bangle, a superb pair of gold buckle bangles, a stunning plain silver
buckle and even a gold buckle ring with turquoise…only the second one we have had
Hefty gold watch chain with rolo links and original chunky slide
Most beautiful gold watch with a large rose gold swallow amid intricate flowers and leaves
If you are starting to feel lost and not sure which way to go after reading about so many “goodies” then a
compass might be in order…a silver banjo-shaped one, intricately woven gold bezel set one, or a simple gold or
silver to add to your current “neck mess” might be in order
High carat gold your heart’s desire? 18 carat gold anchor link chain might do the trick
Solid bangle with bezel set amethysts or gold bangles with diamonds may add desired sparkle
Sparkle is not lacking in the lovely Rock Crystal solitaires nor the smaller studs and most certainly not in the
unbelievable choker as well as the rare opera length chain
Rose cut diamonds also sparkle in the intricate, encrusted teardrop earrings
Rich amethysts are the focal point of a pair of domed gold earrings as well as the largest, prettiest spinner fob
we have had
Are you a silver girl? We have LOTS…the Largest silver and Scottish orange agate (Longhorn orange) anchor
pin/pendant, twist rope bangles, rhinestone encrusted silver bangles to add bling to your stack, all sizes and
decorations including corsets, swallows, and gold lockets, chains of all lengths and links for any need or desire,
beautiful choker which then makes two bracelets, a very sweet bracelet with rose gold swallows, buckle rings,
way too much to even fit in our large case
Last but not least…our long standing staple..the gold-filled engagement bangles will not disappoint…the largest
variety of lion bangles we have ever had, rows and rows of floral stackers, stunning ones with single jewels, and
the very best assortment of wide ones ever as we know you have all your starter ones…let’s step up and add
something bold to that stack/collection.

If this hasn’t warmed your hearts and gotten you dreaming of Round Top, then we don’t know what will! We simply
cannot wait. Our lives have been too hectic to post our recent finds on the website and we treasure you all so you are
having first chance at them. We are always here to answer any questions or share details of any of our finds. Do not
hesitate to text or call 618-406-4657 or email us munday37@hotmail.com If you cannot attend the show and would like
to shop remotely, please contact us to request to be added to the list of those who receive booth pictures. We work
with our distant clients in such a way and would love to do the same with you. We aim to accommodate! See you soon
in Round Top where spring will be in full bloom and so will our spirits.
Safe travels –
Makala and Sandy Munday, Owners
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